How to assemble gate handle *(with the extension unit)* for a 45" chute system

1. Bolt the **latch bar** *(using one of the** supplied bolts)* to the Two-Way Sort Gate.

2. Slide the **extension unit** over the **latch bar**. If you are standing at the wide portion of the gate and facing the hinged portion, the holes of the extension unit should be on the right and left.

3. Bolt the **gate handle** to the right side of the **extension unit**, using the upper holes of the extension unit.

How to assemble gate handle *(without the extension unit)* for a 36" chute system

1. Bolt the **latch bar** *(using one of the supplied bolts)* to the Two-Way Sort Gate.

2. With remaining bolts, bolt the **gate handle** to the side of the **latch bar**.

   Most people attach the gate handle to the right side of the latch bar. This allows them to run the Guillotine Gate (#905801) with their left hand and the Two-Way Sort Gate with their right.

   Attach the completed Two-Way Sort Gate to your handling equipment setup.